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Covid-19 in North Dakota 

● Coronavirus cases explode in North Dakota during the fall, hitting a peak in November, 
with more than 10,000 cases. 

● Hospitals are stretched to their limits throughout the state with both an increase in 
covid-19 patients as well as an increase in patients with non-coronavirus ailments.  

● Hospital staff is stretched thin due to being overrun with patients; nurses from the Air 
Force are called in to provide relief at several hospitals in the state. 

● Rural hospitals are hit especially hard by staff shortages and patient increases as they 
are unable to transfer their sickest patients to bigger hospitals and they don’t have the 
resources to treat these patients at their facilities.  

● Covid outbreaks hit county jails and the state penitentiary.  
● Rapid testing expands in the state’s largest cities, including Fargo, Grand Forks, 

Bismarck and West Fargo. 
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Bars and Restaurants 

● Some of the hardest hit businesses from the pandemic are local bars and restaurants, 
who had to layoff employees. More than 20 local places went out of business.  

● In mid-November, Fargo Mayor Tim Mahoney issues an executive order to cap capacity 
at bars/restaurants at 25% (maximum 50 people) 

● Hours after the mayoral declaration, North Dakota Governor Doug Burgum issues an 
executive order that caps capacity at bars and restaurants at 50% and a mandatory 
10:00 pm closure time for four weeks. He later extends that order until mid-December. 

● Also in mid-November, Minnesota Governor Tim Walz closes all bars and restaurants to 
indoor dining. Outdoor dining and takeout will be allowed. 

● Several restaurants in northwestern Minnesota later open to indoor against the 
governor’s order. Most are issued cease and desist orders and go to court to fight it.  
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North Dakota Facemask Mandates 

● Several North Dakota cities issue city-wide mask mandates, as North Dakota did not 
have a statewide mandate. The city of Fargo is the first in the state to issue the mandate, 
followed by Minot and Grand Forks. More cities continue to jump on. 

● In mid-November, North Dakota Governor Doug Burgum issues a statewide mask 
mandate to help deal with surging covid case numbers and positivity rates.  

● Many local law enforcement agencies, mostly in western North Dakota, say they will not 
enforce the mandates. 
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Covid Vaccine 

● Monitoring the plans for a vaccine rollout in North Dakota 
● The first deliveries of the vaccine to North Dakota’s Sanford hospital. 
● Sanford infectious disease doctor is the first North Dakotan to receive the Pfizer vaccine 
● The Moderna vaccine is delivered to additional hospitals after it is approved. 
● Vaccinations move to inoculating nursing home employees and residents.  
● North Dakota Department of Health makes adjustments to the order of the groups that 

will receive the vaccine. 
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Election 

● The most hotly contested race in our region is the race for Minnesota Congressional 
District 7, which covers most of Western Minnesota. Republican challenger Michelle 
Fischbach faced off against longtime Rep. Colin Peterson, chair of the House Ag 
committee. Fischbach won. 

● The republican in the race for North Dakota House District 8 dies of covid-19, just weeks 
before the election. He wins his race. A battle then ensues for the replacement. 
Governor Doug Burgum, who handpicked the candidate for the seat, appoints one 
person. The republican party appoints another. The state democratic party argues that 
their candidate, who finished behind the deceased candidate, should get the seat. The 
case was taken to the North Dakota Supreme Court. 

● Monitored the number of mail in ballots sent statewide and locally and then received by 
county auditors.  

● Early in person voting in Cass County (ND) is extended to 11 days, compared to the 
typical 5. Checked on turnout there.  
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